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Traumatic Brain Injury Month 

The Right Step, Inc  
Provides Survivors Support and Opportunity 

 
  
 In the time it takes for most to stride across a room, it happened; A previously unimaginable event with 

often catastrophic results.  After the tests, the parade of physicians and therapists, second opinions and the 

realization that life has forever changed, the survivor of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is released into the care of 

family or friends with hope that they will find a re-entry point that might resemble normalcy.  The struggle to 

build an accommodated life is ongoing. 

 The Right Step, Inc offers TBI survivors and their caregivers unique opportunities to build new 

relationships, experience success and develop physical, emotional and mental strength.  This happens through 

participation in therapeutic riding programs.  The horses, too often underestimated for their intelligence and 

perception, connect with every rider. That bond forms quickly and is the foundation for healing. 

 The Right Step, Inc is a PATH International Premier Therapeutic Riding Program located in Littleton.  

Their certified instructors and highly trained volunteers work with every rider to help build confidence and 

enhance physical and cognitive function while introducing TBI survivors to a new kind of success and fun!   

Qualified staff selects a horse for each rider from a small herd of specialized mounts.  Horses range 

from ponies to retired champions and each brings their unique insight to the riding experience.  Riders of all 

abilities are accommodated.  The Right Step team assists with mounting, balance, stretching, strength-

building, communication and riding instructions with exceptional attention to safety throughout each riding 

experience.  The fun, well it comes naturally.  

 Participants discover new skills, develop supportive relationships with staff and horses and find respite 

from the daily challenges that has become part of their changed lives.  To learn more about specific 

successes, scheduling and program information, please contact The Right Step, Inc Program Director Sheryl 

Clossen at 303-731-9057 or xsap@aol.com.   Discover the healing power of horses!! 
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